Campus Construction Closures and Detours

Week of July 7 through July 13, 2008

ROAD CLOSURES

1. East College Circle is CLOSED from the Aquatic Center to the Volleyball Court. There is no through access.

2. West College Circle is closed from the Main Entrance to Athletics Way. There is no through access.

3. Admissions Way is closed from Fruitvale Avenue to West College Circle. There is no through access.

ROAD CHANGES

1. Athletics Way is designated for deliveries and for service vehicles only.

PARKING LOTS

1. Parking Lot 4 is partially closed. The available stalls are for Visitor and Staff Parking only.

2. Parking Lot 5 is partially CLOSED.

CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION

1. Starting Wednesday, there will be excavation adjacent to the intersection of Athletics Way and West College Circle. Athletics Way will remain open and traffic will need to slow down for construction.

2. Starting Friday, there will be excavation in one lane at the entry to Lot 4. Access to Lot 4 will remain open and traffic will be controlled by flaggers.

STAFF is allowed to Park in Lot 4

Please Tell Your Students about Closures